My. Let zAy be the quotient algebra zAfMy, and cpy the natural map from zA onto zAy. Since lMy is closed under the * operation, a * operation is induced on zAy as well. It is shown in [ó] that Uïty is a maximal two-sided ideal, and that zAy is a finite A W* factor with numerical trace, the trace being given by T(4>y(A)) =/(tr (A))(y). It is shown in [2 ] that any trace on a finite A W* factor is automatically countably additive; therefore the results of [l] show that o/f7 is weakly closed in its canonical representation:
that is, its representation as left multiplication operators on the Hubert space 3C7 gotten by completing zAy in the inner product (<f>y(A), <py(B)) =T{<py{B)*<py{A)) = (A,B)y.
We shall show that the only time when 3C7 is a separable Hubert space is when it is trivially so: that the more common state of affairs is for 3C7 to be nonseparable. From the nonseparability of 3C7, furthermore, it follows that zAy can have no representation whatsoever as operators on a separable Hubert space. Proof. We shall exhibit a collection {Aß} of members of zA, where ß ranges over the set of all sequences ß = (ß0, ßi, • • • ) of zeros and ones, such that {<py(Af) ) is an orthonormal set in 3C7.
But ( -1)W2'> is positive and negative with equal frequency as h ranges from 12' to (Z+l)2> -1, so that Zto1 oiiMaKk = Q. Let k(s) be the largest integer k such that 2* = s. We now define An in zA(En), for any positive integer n, and 2* = w: If 43 is a finite factor with numerical trace r, and 3C is the Hubert space gotten by completing 43 in its r-norm, then 43 has coupling constant2 equal to 1 in its canonical representation 43->X(43) on 3C. Any 1-1 representation \j/ of 43 as a ring of operators with coupling constant = 1 can be constructed (up to unitary equivalence) by choosing an appropriate projection P in X(43)' and restricting ^(43) to PX; and if X is nonseparable, then since X('B) must be type Hi, and hence also X(Í3)', it follows that PX is nonseparable. On the other hand, any representation of Í5 with coupling constant 2; 1 can be constructed (again, up to unitary equivalence) by using a Hubert space which has X as a subspace, and therefore is again nonseparable if X is. Thus, if X is nonseparable, Í5 has no isomorphic representation as a ring of operators on a separable Hubert space. Proof, (a) is evident from the discussion preceding this theorem and the fact that 3C7 is precisely the Hubert space of the canonical representation of the factor zA{E). If {7} is not open, and T0 exists as in the condition in (b), then, by using the structure theory of [3] , it is not difficult to see that zAy is isomorphic to the algebra of nXn complex matrices, and therefore that 3C7 has finite dimension n2.
Suppose, finally, that {7} is not open, but that no such T0 exists. T can be split into disjoint closed and open sets rT and Tu, corresponding to the split-up of the identity of zA into central projections £1 and ¿in of type I and type II respectively.
(i) Suppose 7 is in Tt. Then, by the structure theory of type I algebras, as described in [3] , there are disjoint closed and open subsets Ti, r2, • • • of Ti such that, denoting by £< the projection /-1(Xr(), we have E"-i En~I, and zA(E") is «-homogeneous. By hypothesis, 7 is not in any of the r"; but 7 is in the closure of U""i r", since this is all of IY Furthermore, since zA(En) is «-homogeneous, it has n orthogonal equivalent projections PÔ, • • • , Pn-i whose sum is En. Therefore the conditions of the preceding lemma are satisfied, and Xy is nonseparable.
(ii) Suppose 7 Grii. Tu has some perfect measure p, as shown in [5] . Since 7 is not isolated, it is first category, and ^({7}) =0. Therefore there is a descending sequence Ai,A2, and open sets, and the complement of U"_i T" is contained in fln-i A", hence has measure zero, so that U"_i T" is dense in Tu. Furthermore, finite and type II, so that oA(E") has n orthogonal, equivalent projections PI, • • • , -PJÎ-i. Therefore again the hypotheses of our lemma are satisfied, and 3CT is inseparable. This completes the proof.
